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Abstract
The Mn3Ga Heusler alloy possesses different crystalline structures representing a range
of properties of interest for spintronic applications. We report on the structural and
magnetic characterization of the disordered cubic-fcc L21-Mn2.6Ga thin films grown on
MgO(001) substrates. The first two nanometers of thickness of the Mn2.6Ga thin films are
highly strained to the substrate with a lattice mismatch of 9.54%, playing the role of a
template layer for the subsequent growth of relaxed L21-Mn2.6Ga. Once the films reach a
critical thickness of 15 nm, the cubic phase reorients its epitaxial relationship from a (001)
to a (111) in-plane orientation. Magnetic measurements show that the samples exhibit
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and also that the usually antiferromagnetic L21-Mn3Ga
films are ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature > 400 K due to partially compensated Mn
moments.
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Ferrimagnetic Heusler alloys are promising materials for spintronic applications and a
wide range of compositions has been explored including Mn1.5FeV0.5Al, Cr2MnSn,
Mn2CrGa, Co2MnSi, and others.1,2,3,4 A low magnetization, strong perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy and high Curie temperature are desirable for efficient switching via spin transfer
torque (STT), enabling the realization of spintronic devices such as STT-magnetic random
access memory.5,6,7
Full Heusler alloys with formula X2YZ, where X is the most electropositive element,
can crystallize in the cubic L21 structure (space group F𝑚3̅𝑚)8. One example of these

alloys is Mn3Ga (where X and Y are Mn), which possesses different magnetic properties
depending on its crystalline structure, stoichiometry, synthesis technique and growth
temperature.9,10,11,12 In its most stable form, Mn3Ga forms the tetragonal D022 crystalline
structure with lattice constants a = 3.94 Å and c = 7.1 Å and ferrimagnetic ordering.13 A
random distribution of the Mn and Ga atoms converts the unit cell of the D022 structure into
two cubic unit cells of the disordered L21 antiferromagnetic phase. The L21 disordered fcc
Mn3Ga with lattice constant a = 3.84 Å has been reported to be antiferromagnetic (AFM)
with Néel temperature of 400 K.14,15 Early theoretical calculations show that the cubic
structure is a transition phase during the transformation from tetragonal to hexagonal
phases.16 Few works report the formation of this phase experimentally. Kharel et al.14
synthesized the L21-Mn3Ga phase in the form of ribbons prepared by melt-spinning. The
ribbons have thermal stability up to 350 °C, and above this temperature a transformation to
the tetragonal-D022 and to the hexagonal-D019 phases is observed upon thermal annealing at
500 and 600 °C, respectively. Recently, Bang et al.15 reported the growth of L21-Mn3Ga
thin films by varying the power during magnetron sputtering. The cubic AFM phase is
achieved only when the samples contain a Mn excess in the range 1-10 at.%.15 The AFM
ordering arises from stacking alternating ferromagnetic (FM) planes along the c axis. The
same authors reported that L21-Mn3Ga thin films have poor metallic conductivity.17
In this article, we report on the growth using magnetron sputtering of cubic L21Mn2.6Ga films with 5 – 50 nm thicknesses on MgO(001) substrates via a highly strained
Mn2.6Ga ultrathin template layer. Structural analyses were performed in order to identify
the evolution of the lattice parameter with the thickness of the film. The strained Mn2.6Ga
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template layer is a soft magnetic phase whereas the relaxed Mn2.6Ga phase exhibits
partially uncompensated antiferromagnetism and has strong perpendicular anisotropy.
Epitaxial Mn2.6Ga thin films were grown in a magnetron sputtering system with a base
pressure better than 5 × 10-8 Torr. The growth chamber is equipped with a reflection highenergy electron diffraction (RHEED) system operating at 30 kV. The film growth was
carried out using a 2-inch diameter homemade Mn3Ga target fabricated by magnetic
induction heating. Square sections of a MgO(001) wafer were degassed in-situ at 400 °C
for 12 h; the substrate was held at this temperature during the thin film deposition. The
Mn3Ga target was sputtered using a radio-frequency power source at 35 W corresponding
to a low deposition rate of 0.9 nm/min, which favors simultaneously the nucleation of the
cubic phase and the achievement of a flat film surface. The chemical composition equal to
Mn2.6Ga was evaluated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (results not shown). Higher
sputter powers lead to an increase in the Mn content, with composition of Mn3Ga at 75 W
power. The structural characterization of the layers was performed by RHEED, highresolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) and X-ray diffractometry (XRD).
The magnetic properties were characterized using magnetic force microscopy (MFM) and
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry.
Single crystal MgO(001) substrates with a lattice constant of 4.212 Å (a mismatch of
9.54% with the a lattice constant of Mn3Ga) were used for the growth of the thin films. The
RHEED patterns of the surface of MgO(001) taken along the [110] and [100] directions are
shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The RHEED patterns of the surface of a 10 nm-thick relaxed
Mn2.6Ga film along the [110] and [100] directions are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). The
well-defined and ordered spots observed on the diffraction patterns indicate epitaxial
growth. The general shape of the diffraction spots of the surface of the Mn2.6Ga thin films
remains unchanged up to a thickness of 15 nm; the only evolution is the separation of the
diffraction spots of the Mn2.6Ga layers on the (001) plane, i.e. along the [110] and [100]
directions. This is depicted in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c) by the blue and yellow lines, which
represent the interatomic distances in reciprocal space of the substrate and those of a 10 nm
thick film. The separation of the 1 × 1 order spots of the RHEED pattern along the [100]
direction in Fig. 1(d) was used to measure the evolution of the lattice constant of the film at
the growth front within a standard deviation of 0.018 Å. Figure 1(e) shows the evolution of
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the lattice constant a of the film along the [100] direction for the first 5 nm thickness
showing a gradual change from the lattice constant of MgO = 4.212 Å to a relaxed value of
3.84 Å at a thickness of 2 nm. Beyond this thickness, the lattice constant remained
unchanged corresponding to the cubic Mn3Ga with a bulk lattice constant of 3.84 Å. Based
on the RHEED diffraction patterns, we identify the epitaxial relationship for the L21 phase
of Mn3Ga and for film thicknesses less than 15 nm: MgO(001)[100]∥Mn2.6Ga(001)[100].
The phase identification of the samples with different thicknesses was also examined
by XRD in a Bragg-Brentano configuration as shown in the set of diffraction patterns in
Fig. 1(f). The XRD pattern of a bare substrate is also included for comparative purposes.
The diffraction pattern of the sample with a thickness of 10 nm consists of only a broad
peak centered at ~47.5° which is near the predicted position of the (002) peak of the cubic
phase (47.3°). However, due to the lattice distortion (in-plane expansion and out-of-plane
compression) of the Mn2.6Ga layer at the early growth stages, this phase may be described
as tetragonally distorted.
The XRD pattern of a film with a thickness of 15 nm shows the coexistence of the D022
and the L21 phases, where the cubic (002) peak is the one with the highest intensity. It is
possible that some mosaicity leads to an increase of the signal of the tetragonal D022 phase,
whose visible peaks are indexed to (004) (2 ~ 50°, compared to bulk 2 = 51.5°) and
(002). Additionally, a peak appears at 2 = 38.8°, which became more intense as the
thickness increases. This peak corresponds to the L21-(111) peak and suggests that the
cubic phase undergoes a change in epitaxial relationship beyond a critical thickness of ~15
nm. The change in structure will be later correlated with the TEM observations. For a 50nm thick film, the intensity of this (111) peak equals the intensity of the (002) peak, and is
shifted to a higher angle of 39.9°. The formation of the hexagonal D019 phase is discounted
because its (0002) peak would be at 2 ~ 41.4° (a = 5.404 Å, c = 4.357 Å [6]).
Figure 2(a) shows a low magnification TEM micrograph of the Mn2.6Ga layer. Based
on the results of the XRD and RHEED analysis, we can compare the thickness at which the
(111) orientation of L21-Mn2.6Ga (and the minority tetragonal D022 phase) appears. This
transition is observed as a thin dark contrast on the micrograph; although this interface is
smooth, further growth of the Mn2.6Ga leads to a higher surface roughness. The low
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deposition rate appears to be important in promoting the epitaxial reorientation, and
increasing the deposition rate suppresses the (111) peak in 50 nm thick films.
Fig. 2(b) shows the raw HR-TEM micrograph and Fig. 2(c) shows the right side of the
micrograph subjected to a fast Fourier transform (FFT) filtering process. The following
analysis, i.e., the measurements of the lattice constants, was performed on the raw image in
order to avoid any errors due to the FFT. In both figures, the bottom dotted line indicates
the MgO/Mn2.6Ga interface where the in-plane period measured from a line profile scan is
4.2 Å in agreement with the in-plane lattice constant of the substrate. The crystalline
directions of the substrate and film were identified from the FFT pattern (not shown) and
corroborate the epitaxial relationship deduced previously. A second interface has been
drawn at the position where the a lattice constant of the film reaches 3.81 Å, close to the
bulk value of 3.84 Å for the disordered L21-Mn3Ga. The interfaces are semicoherent with
misfit dislocations indicated by the symbol ⊥. The growth mode differs from that of Bang

et al.13, which exhibited domain-matching epitaxy with a ratio of 10:9 Mn3Ga:MgO unit

cells at the interface, and a rough film surface corresponding to the domain boundaries.
Bang et al.15 also found that the cubic phase was favored at lower growth rates but
transitioned to mixed then tetragonal films at higher growth rates and lower Mn content.
The combination of low deposition rate and the relatively high substrate temperature
(400 °C) enabled the formation of a well-crystallized thin film with a RMS surface
roughness of 1.9 nm as shown in the 2 × 2 µm2 atomic force micrograph in Fig. 3(a). Over
the same surface area, a magnetic tip was used to scan the shape and distribution of the
magnetic domains. Figure 3(b) shows the bright (dark) contrast that indicates up (down)
oriented domains perpendicular to the film plane. The maze-like distribution of the
magnetic domains is consistent with the PMA of the film. The width of the magnetic
domains is about 100 nm and their length is 100 - 500 nm.
The in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane (OP) SQUID M-H loops of samples with various
thicknesses are shown in Figs. 3(c) - 3(e). All magnetic loops, measured at 300 K, show a
dominant PMA with a saturation magnetization (Ms) of 90 kAm-1 for the 5 nm thick film
and Ms = 100 kAm-1 for thicker films. The 5 nm thick film exhibits M-H loops without
hysteresis in both IP and OP orientations indicating that at this thickness the material
behaves as a soft magnet.18,19 For the 20 nm and 50 nm thick films there is a step in the OP
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M-H loops (indicated by an arrow in Fig. 3(d) and 3(e)), indicating the presence of two
magnetic phases, one soft and the other hard, with different switching fields. Further
analysis of the M-H curves is shown in Fig. 3(f) where the magnetic moment of the 5 nm
thick film has been subtracted from the raw magnetic moments of the thicker films. The
resulting M-H curves have no low-field step, which suggests that the step corresponds to
the magnetic moment of the first part of the film, which includes the strained layer.
Therefore, the magnetometry data suggest that the strained L21 layer is magnetically soft,
whereas for films with thicknesses ≥ 20 nm, the overlying L21 phase (both (001) and (111)
oriented) plus the minority of tetragonal phase is magnetically hard. The (111)-oriented
region has its easy axis tilted with respect to the film plane, which may account for the loop
opening in the IP data.
The films exhibit strong PMA with Ku of 0.70 and 0.65 MJm-3 for thicknesses of 20
and 50 nm, respectively. The anisotropy constant Ku was calculated from the expression Ku
= µ 0MsHa/2, where Ha is the saturation field in the hard axis.
The behavior of the soft layer in the 50 nm film is examined in more detail by
measuring minor loops after saturating the sample at 5 T then applying demagnetizing
fields of -0.2, -0.06 and 0.0 T as shown in Fig. 3(g-h). The minor loops show hysteresis not
seen in the loop of the 5 nm thick film, suggesting that a magnetic interaction between the
hard and soft layers may stabilize reverse domains formed in the soft layer.
The soft behavior of the strained layer and hard behavior of the overlying layer differ
from prior reports of antiferromagnetism in the cubic phase [Ref. 15]. The difference may
be due to the effects of composition and strain. AFM coupling in metallic Mn-based alloys
occurs for interatomic distances < 2.9 Å. Considering that the interatomic distances of the
first nearest neighbors in the disordered L21 phase is √2𝑎⁄2 = 2.71 Å, AFM behavior is

expected. However, the Mn deficiency in our samples (with a composition of Mn2.6Ga, i.e.

the average unit cell contains 2.89 Mn and 1.11 Ga atoms) leads to GaMn antisite defects,
weakening the AFM interactions and leading to a net moment due to uncompensated
antiferromagnetism. The magnetic moment per Mn atom in the L21 phase estimated by
theoretical calculations is 2.46 µ B/Mn [Ref. 14]. However, in our samples, Ms = 100 kAm-1
corresponds to a magnetic moment of 1.83 µ B/f.u., i.e. less than one moment of a Mn atom
per fcc unit cell is uncompensated. Finally, a M-T curve was performed (not shown) to
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evaluate the Curie temperature (TC) of the films. The curve shows a monotonically
decreasing magnetization with increasing temperature, and the TC is higher than 400 K.
Ref. 15 reported TC = 800 K for tetragonal Mn3Ga.
In summary, we have grown epitaxial Mn2.6Ga thin films on MgO(001) substrates with
different thicknesses. At the initial growth stages a highly strained layer nucleates and takes
the role of a template layer for the further growth of the cubic disordered L21 phase. The
strained layer with a thickness of 2 nm behaves as a soft magnet, whereas the layer with the
L21 crystal structure grown on the strained template layer behaves as a hard magnet with a
high perpendicular magnetic anisotropy with uniaxial anisotropy constants of 0.7 and 0.65
MJm-3 for films with total thicknesses of 20 and 50 nm. Our findings show that a Mn
deficiency with respect to the ideal stoichiometry of L21-Mn3Ga leads to a net magnetic
moment, assumed to arise from uncompensated antiferromagnetism. Magnetic force
microscopy images revealed maze-like out-of-plane oriented magnetic domains. The low
magnetization and the high perpendicular anisotropy of L21-Mn2.6Ga films suggest their use
in spintronic applications (such as magnetic tunnel junctions based on exchange biased
stacks of Mn3Ga/Mn2.6Ga) and motivate further control of properties by engineering their
strain and composition.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. RHEED patterns of the surface of the MgO(001) substrate along the (a) [110]
and (b) [100] directions. The RHEED patterns in (c) and (d) correspond to the relaxed
surface of a 10 nm-thick Mn2.6Ga thin film. The blue and yellow lines in panels in (a) and
(c) indicate the lattice mismatch between the substrate and film. (e) The evolution of the a
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lattice constant of Mn2.6Ga shows a relaxation at 2 nm thickness. (f) XRD patterns of
Mn2.6Ga thin films at different thicknesses.

Fig. 2. (a) Low magnification TEM micrograph of a 50 nm thick MgO(001)/Mn2.6Ga
thin film showing the different layers of Mn2.6Ga (the (001) cubic and the (111) cubic plus
minority tetragonal) separated by a darker grey line of contrast. HR-TEM micrographs: (b)
raw micrograph and (c) filtered micrograph using the FFT process. The dotted lines
indicate the interfaces with the substrate and between the strained and relaxed Mn2.6Ga. The
(⊥) symbols indicate misfit dislocations.

Fig. 3. (a) Atomic force and (b) magnetic force micrographs of the surface of a 50 nm-thick
Mn2.6Ga thin film. SQUID M-H loops of thin films with thicknesses of (c) 5 nm, (d) 20 nm
and (e) 50 nm. The arrows in (d) and (e) indicate the step between the switching fields of
the strained and relaxed regions of Mn2.6Ga. (f) Magnetic OP loops of the samples in panels
(d) and (e) after subtracting the magnetic moment of the 5-nm thick film. (g) Minor curves
at different demagnetizing fields and (h) a magnification of the minor curves showing
hysteresis.
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